
Math 2283 - Honors Logic
Homework - Chapter 5

Name:

Consider the following seven following relations among people:

xFy
def←−→ x is the Father of y

xMy
def←−→ x is the Mother of y

xCy
def←−→ x is the Child of y

xBy
def←−→ x is the Brother of y

xSy
def←−→ x is the Sister of y

xHy
def←−→ x is the Husband of y

xWy
def←−→ x is the Wife of y

1. Given the following family tree, use the given conditions and the relations given above to describe the following
using the calculus of relations.
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Figure 1. Family Tree, you may assume all the parents are married to the respective parent of
their children.

(a) JJ to Thomas (using 3 relations)
(b) Karen to John (using a converse)
(c) JJ to Mike (using 5 relations)
(d) David to himself (using more than 2 all unique relations)

2. Once again referring to Figure 1, assume every couple in the tree became divorced. Use the given conditions and
the relations given above (except for H and W ) to describe the following using the calculus of relations.

(a) John to Mike
(b) Zelvia to Luke
(c) Mable to Kristin

3. Find the possible people that the each of the following compound relations may hold between. If there are
multiple, list them all.

(a) James B/C̆/F ∪M

(b) John F/C̆

(c) Kristen M/C/B/M/C/C ∩ M̆

4. If each of the grandchildren married and had children, how would the number of total possible compound relations
from one individual to another change?
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5. Prove that the relation among relations

(

(R/S) = S̆/R̆ is satisfied by arbitrary relations R and S by converting
the expression to one involving the elements of each, and then using the rules and laws of logic to prove equality in
terms of elements.

6. Give an example of a relation which satisfies each of the following:
(a) R is neither reflexive nor irreflexive.
(b) S is neither symmetric nor asymmetric.
(c) T is neither transitive nor intransitive.

7. Let R be the set of all real numbers, and define the following relations:

xRy ←→ x · y ≥ 0, xSy ←→ x− y ≥ 0, xTy ←→ x− y > 0

(a) Which of the relations R, S, and T are reflexive?
(b) Which of the relations R, S, and T are transitive?
(c) Which of the relations R, S, and T are symmetric?
(d) Which of the relations R, S, and T are asymmetric?
(e) Which of the relations R, S, and T are connected?

8. Attempt to define the relation of ‘preceding ’ with respect to two words in the English language, and then show
that this relation defined an ordering on the set of all words in the English language. As a hint, consider the dictionary!

9. Consider an arbitrary relation R and its negation R′ given a fixed class K. Show that the following statements of
the theory of relations are true:

(a) R asymmetrical → R′ is reflexive and connected.
(b) (very challenging) R transitive and connected → R′ is transitive.

10. State the property of relations expressed by the formula: R̆/R ⊆ I

11. Which of the relations expressed by the following formulas are functions:
(a) x is the mother of y
(b) x is the daughter of y
(c) y is the mother of x

12. Show that the set of all natural numbers and the set of all odd numbers are equinumerous.


